Glyne Gap School
Newsletter—Term 1—2020
Dear Parents, Carers, Families and Friends,
I have reflected with staff this term about what has had to change in school since March… and what has stayed
the very same.
First and foremost, the focus on our pupils' wellbeing and learning remains. I am delighted to read this newsletter
and see the range of opportunities pupils have had to experience, explore, investigate… and learn. I am
particularly proud of our Reception pupils who have settled in to school extremely well - one of them even made
‘Worker of the Week’ in her first term! I am really impressed by our Faculty students who are making sure their
learning makes a difference to family life; through being independent and taking on some responsibility at
home. I am pleased to hear Luke R is making his own packed lunch and cooking his own tea! Good work Luke!
All pupils should be congratulated on how well they have coped (and continue to cope) with a return to school
after a significant break. Teachers have worked throughout this term to check where pupils are at in their
learning and write challenging termly goals. These goals should have been shared with you; please contact your
child's class teacher if you have not received these or want to discuss them further.
In addition, we remain a school community that is grateful and says “Thank You”. I remain grateful that we
continue to be virus free and have not had any confirmed cases of Covid-19 in pupils or staff. I will of course
inform you if this position changes. It has been necessary to partially close several classes throughout the term;
this has not been due to Covid-19 infection, but our proactive response to minimising infection (working in
bubbles) limits our ability to cover staff who are absent for other reasons. Thank you to you for your cooperation when this has happened. Whilst we are working to minimise such closure, I anticipate it may well
happen again next term.
Finally, we remain a school community (and that includes all of you!) that is kind and understanding… and has
fun! The Scarecrow Festival that we ran throughout October provided much joy to pupils and staff - both in the
making of the scarecrows and exploring those made by other classes. Next term sees the development of the
‘Golden Woodland’ project, a whole school project based on the work of Gustav Klimt. Amongst other activities,
Senior 1 will be building a 3D installation outside their classroom. I’ve seen the plan and it looks amazing!
Enjoy the October break and I look forward to seeing pupils in school on Monday, 2nd November.

Ashley demonstrating
his independence at
home (see Faculty piece
on inside cover)

Dates for your Diary
Half Term
26th—30th October
Christmas Holidays
21st Dec. to 1st Jan.
School Closure Days
19th October
4th January
22nd February
28th May
2nd July

Best wishes,
Kirsty

Seagulls — Enjoying the Change in Season
Our topic this term is ‘Autumn’. We have been experiencing what it’s like being outside in the autumn weather, here you can see Lola
splashing in the puddles! We have been making recipes from our ‘Mud Kitchen’ recipe book, Lexi has chosen the best leaves to add to
her leaf soup and we have been making our autumn animals, Eddie paid great attention to where he wanted to place his spikes on his
Hedgehog.

‘

Living our Best Lives at The Faculty
The Faculty have been working really hard on their independence skills
this term and have been showing how independent they can be at home
as well as at college. A display board has been put up at The Faculty
showing what pupils are now doing on a regular basis at home. This is
proving to be quite competitive with students wanting to be added to the
board to display how they are working at home. One student has been
putting the bins out each week and is now doing it for his neighbour!

Action Plans in Senior 1
In Senior 1 we have been using pieces of bark to
practice making our initials. We will need to
know our initials for when we get a bit older
and we need to think about having a
signature to sign documents.

Safeguarding
Elisha and Isabelle showing how independent
they can be at home.

Rockets Away!
Seniors 2 and Junior 2’s topic this term is
‘Space’ and we have transferred this to a PE
setting and been playing rocket javelin.
This has bought on confidence with Mia (J2)
who finds hand over hand tricky but she has
thoroughly enjoyed tracking where her
rocket lands.
All pupils have enjoyed participating and
practicing their gross motor skills as well as
tracking how far their rockets fly.

Hello! My name is Jayne Gosling and
Safeguarding
I’m the Designated Safeguarding
Lead (DSL) at Glyne Gap School.
I am here to support pupils and their
families with any safeguarding
issues.
If you have any concerns, no matter how small they may
feel, please give me a call and I will be happy to help.
I can be contacted by email on:
jayne.gosling@glynegap.org
or directly by telephone at school on:
tel: 01424 217720.
Safeguarding and promoting the welfare of children is
everyone’s responsibility and I look forward to working
with you.
Best wishes,
Jayne

Scarecrow Festival
As you can see from this small
selection, we have had a varied
and diverse collection of scarecrows created by classes and
stationed around school. Pupils
have also enjoyed scarecrow hunts
and scarecrow storytelling in the
Wild Garden.

The Waiting Game in Penguins

Developing Our Friendships in Skylarks!

Some pupils in Penguins are learning to sit for a
duration of a timer to wait for their next activity.
Here is Jacob, Stuart and Alfie doing some superb
sitting, supported by a Now and Next card and
timer, demonstrating a brilliant understanding of
‘wait’! Go penguins!

Hello everyone!
For those of you new to the nursery,
school and college, my name is Mel
Juckes. Alongside being part of the
Senior 1 teaching team, I am also the
school’s ‘Parent Café’ Co-ordinator and
our ‘Preparing for Adulthood’ worker. In
a nutshell this means the school
employs me to support you.

In September we
welcomed four new
pupils to Skylarks as
well as four new
staff. So this term we
have been working
hard on getting to
know each other and
making friends.
Relationships are so
important to
facilitate learning
and are a key part in
enjoying life… as you
can see from these
photos!

I’ve worked in the school for over 20 years and I too am the mum of an autistic
son. He’s a fantastic man of 22 now! I was also the mum of a beautiful little boy
with very complex medical needs, who would have come to Glyne Gap School if
he had lived. This means I’ve lived through some of the experiences you might
be going through, and I get it.
Of course what most of us have never experienced before is Covid. It’s had a big
effect on how we can run our ‘Parent Cafés and ‘Prep. for Adulthood’ support
work. I’m pleased to say we’re finding new ways to do these, including video
calls and updating our social media output. I will be letting you know more
about this in the coming weeks.
For now, I have a request. Can you let me know what you might need support
with, so I can co-ordinate what you really want and need? In the past we have
offered Cafés focused on such things as benefits, wills and trusts, communication, behaviour, mobility. Are these still the right areas? Have priorities changed
with Covid? Would it be helpful to focus on personal well-being or resilience for
example?
Feel free to send me a text on 07934092492 or email
Melanie.Juckes@glynegap.org
I look forward to hearing from you.
Mel

Thank you
Winkle Club!
We’d like to thank the Winkle Club in Hastings
for another generous donation this term. They
have supported us over many years through
their fundraising work and even in these trying
times continue to raise funds. We thank them
for their on-going support of our school , it
really is very much appreciated.

News from the Communication Team!
Hello everyone,
I’d like to introduce the Communication Team to those of you who are new to our school. My name is Amy and I lead
the Communication Team. I work alongside Jinny and Pippa and as a team we support classes and pupils to develop
their communication skills. You will see a section from our team in every newsletter which we hope you enjoy and we
hope you find our hints and tips useful!
Something for you to try at home!
Each term we have a ‘Sign and Symbol of the Week’. This terms signs have all been about ‘People’. Here are a few
signs that you may find useful to use with your child, especially as a way of giving information, for example telling your
child they are going to see their ‘friends’ or ‘teacher’. You could also cut these symbols out to show your child too...

Lets celebrate some of the pupils who have joined us in school this term and have been demonstrating
their communication skills superbly!
In Reception Lexi and Eddie have settled well into their new class. Here is Lexi using a ‘now’ photo card to gain information about her
day and exchanging a photo to request snack items and Eddie travelling to exchange a photo to request his snack items.
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